
transform your home with



We’re here to help:

Creating your

dream stairs
is easier

than you think.

Combining great design with the finest craftsmanship and materials 
we create beautiful products for renovations, refitting and new build. 
We have been producing the finest-quality timber-inspired products 

for over 145 years and continue to create innovative systems designed 
to transform homes, gardens and commercial spaces.

Welcome to Richard Burbidge
the UK’s leading manufacturer 

and supplier of Stairparts, Decking 
and Decorative Mouldings.

Speak to our friendly 
Design Team for free 
helpful advice on:

01691 678 232

View all of our traditional 
& contemporary styles.

Be inspired at 
richardburbidge.com

STAIRPLANNER™

Find your perfect style 
with our easy online tool.

Design it yourself or let us do it  
for you – it’s your choice! You’ll 
get an idea of cost and a printable 
parts list.

www.stairplanner.com
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Our Contemporary Collections are a simply striking way to 
add style to a modern interior, or a bold design statement to 
a more traditional setting. With a mix of glass or acrylic panels, 
stylish metal spindles and a choice of timbers, matching your 
decor becomes easy.

innovative
simple &

ultra stylish

CONTEMPORARY STAIRS
Designed for a premium finish, Immix™ brings quality 
and innovative styling together. Using stunning White Oak 
handrails and sleek gun-metal connectors with light and 
space-enhancing glass panels, which bring a distinctive 
minimalist elegance to your home.

Priced from £1,075†

IMMIX®

Main picture features: White Oak with glass infill. 

NOT SURE WHERE  
TO START? 
Choosing your overall look is the 
first step. Visit richardburbidge.com 
and select from a wide choice of stylish 
wood types and design options 
using our FREE online design tool
STAIRPLANNER™.

SPEAK TO AN EXPERT
We’re here to help every step 
of the way - simply call us on

01691 678 232

† Suggested Selling Prices, based on a straight flight of 13 steps.4 5



Main picture features: White Oak with Brushed Nickel and glass.    † Suggested Selling Prices, based on a straight flight of 13 steps.

Innovative and unique - FUSION® makes it easier than ever to transform your stairs with a 
modern look. Ultra stylish fixings in a choice of Chrome or Brushed Nickel finishes connect 
everything together quickly and easily - making it an easy DIY project that can be done in 
a day or two. With a wide range of pre-finished timber options as well as a choice of infills, 
complementing your existing decor is easy.

Priced from £510†

FUSION®

You can still have the FUSION® look if your staircase has walls 
rather than balustrade. Our Wall-Mounted Handrail Kits are ideal 

and contain everything you need, including brackets and end caps.

FUSION®

WALL-MOUNTED HANDRAILS

See page 17 for more details.

GLASS OR SPINDLES?
Visit our INSPIRATION GALLERY at 
richardburbidge.com to help you decide. 
You’ll find it useful for choosing the right 
wood type too. 

WE’RE HERE TO HELP
Need advice on wood types? 
Speak to our Design Team on 

01691 678 232
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A modern approach to a classic staircase look. Consisting of pre-drilled handrails 
and baserails in White Oak with a choice of decorative metal spindles and now 
a further choice of contemporary glass panel, see NEW ELEMENTS® WITH GLASS 
overleaf. Install with either our Trademark White Oak or Classic White Oak newels 
to create a look that will suit you and your home, whatever your style.

ELEMENTS®

Main picture features: Trademark stop chamfer newel with double and single spiral spindles. 

GET CREATIVE WITH 
ELEMENTS 
Try out different spindle designs using 
our online STAIRPLANNER™ tool at 
richardburbidge.com – it’s really easy 
and you’ll even get an idea of how 
much the parts will cost there 
and then.

TALK TO AN EXPERT
If you have an unusual stair layout 
- call our Design Team on

01691 678 232

DISCOVER MORE 
ONLINE
Visit richardburbidge.com and click 
on INSPIRATION for more ideas.

Whilst there take a look at 
HALLWAY TRANSFORMATIONS 
- you’ll be amazed at what can be 
done in just a couple of days.

† Suggested Selling Prices, based on a straight flight of 13 steps.8 9

Priced from £560†



ELEMENTS® WITH GLASS

Main picture features: Trademark stop chamfer newel in white oak with brushed nickel fittings † Suggested Selling Prices, based on a straight flight of 13 steps. 1110

Priced from £750†

Contemporary glass panels and sleek Brushed Nickel fittings 
compliment the clean lines of Trademark Stop Chamfer newel in 
White Oak to create a look that has a modern edge with a hint of 
tradition. Elements With Glass is quick and simple to install using 
easy fit brackets. It even comes with half width glass panels – ideal 
for short runs on landings.

EASY-FIT 
SYSTEM

IDEAL 
FOR DIY

BE INSPIRED. BE CREATIVE! 

Go to our online INSPIRATION section 
at richardburbidge.com to see 
examples of how your staircase 
can be transformed.

GOT A QUESTION?
Our experts are happy to 
help - simply call us on

01691 678 232

NEW 
FOR 2015



Traditional in style and lovingly crafted in luxurious White Oak our Heritage 
Collection features exceptional detailing and perfect proportions, making it 
the ideal choice if you want to transform your staircase into an eye-catching 
focal point. With a vast choice of turned or plain spindle and newel designs, 
creating a unique and timeless feature staircase in your home is easy. 

HERITAGE

TRADITIONAL STAIRS

Our Traditional Collections are the perfect way to add classic 
elegance and character to your home, whether you live in a 
country mansion or a modern townhouse. With a staggering 
choice of spindles, newels and newel cap designs in a wide 
range of quality timbers, you’re spoilt for choice.

timeless
grandeur

elegant appeal

SEE ALL HERITAGE 
DESIGNS ONLINE! 

Heritage comes with a huge choice 
of spindle and newel designs 
- browse our INSPIRATION GALLERY 
at richardburbidge.com to find the 
look that’s right for you. 

SPEAK TO AN EXPERT
Need help choosing the right 
design for a period property? 
Simply call us on 

01691 678 232

Main picture features: Hampton newel with Warwick spindles. † Suggested Selling Prices, based on a straight flight of 13 steps.

Priced from £1015†
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Left: Trademark White Oak Plain.

Combining quality with lasting performance, 
stunning looks and an unbelievable range 
of options our Trademark Collection has 
something to suit every budget and taste. 
You can mix and match styles to create your 
ideal look whether traditional or modern. 
And, with a choice of quality timbers 
– from luxurious White Oak and Hemlock to 

White Primed and Pine – you’ve even more 
choice. Trademark includes our recently 
introduced Taper Collection, which boasts 
a choice of three spindle designs 
– Valencia, Madrid (featured) or Granada. 
Taper is an easy-fit system with pre-drilled 
handrails and pre-cut spindles. Achieving 
a bespoke look is quick and affordable.

TRADEMARK
MORE CHOICE, MORE POSSIBILITIES

BE INSPIRED. BE CREATIVE! 

Go to our online INSPIRATION section 
at richardburbidge.com to see 
examples of how your staircase 
can be transformed.

GOT A QUESTION?
Our experts are happy to 
help - simply call us on

01691 678 232

† Suggested Selling Prices, based on a straight flight of 13 steps.

EASY-FIT 
SYSTEM

IDEAL 
FOR DIY

Above picture features: White Oak Madrid spindle with Taper newel.14 15

Priced from £310†



SPEAK TO AN EXPERT
Need help choosing the right 
design for a period property? 
Simply call us on 

01691 678 232

TRADITIONAL OR 
CONTEMPORARY? 
Find the style that suits you - see our full 
range of WALL-MOUNTED HANDRAILS 
online at richardburbidge.com

LOVE THE CLASSIC LOOK? 

See how easily Classic can completely 
change the look of your hallway – click on 
HALLWAY TRANSFORMATIONS at 
richardburbidge.com

DEDICATED HELP
For advice on fitting or 
finishing - simply call us on

01691 678 232

Main picture: FUSION® Handrail. Remaining pictures depict FUSION® and Trademark. 17

† Suggested Selling Prices, based on a straight flight of 13 steps. 
†† Suggested Selling Prices, based on a 3.6m handrail.

Traditional in style with a hint of modern sophistication 
our Classic Collection is beautifully crafted using the finest 
natural materials to complement any style of interior. 
The warm, mellow tones of straight-grained White Oak 
are perfect in traditional or modern settings.  

CLASSIC

Priced from £710†
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Bring a new look to an enclosed staircase or add extra safety to your stairway with 
our Wall-Mounted Handrails. There’s a style to suit you, from our contemporary 
FUSION® to our traditional Trademark collection - all with a choice of timber types 
as well as brackets and end caps in a range of metal finishes and designs. 

NOTE: If your stairs are more than a metre wide you should have a handrail on both sides.

Priced from £70††

WALL-MOUNTED 
HANDRAILS

Priced from £70††



RAILS, CAPS & FITTINGS
Choose handrails and baserails to match your selected infill style and finish it off with your 
choice of newel cap or maybe an elegant volute if you’ve chosen an over-the-post system. 

SPINDLES & NEWELS
White Oak, Hemlock, Primed or Pine, with Trademark you really are 

spoilt for timber choice. You’ve lots of style choice too – from Imperial, Colonial 
and Georgian spindles and newels to plain, chamfered or fluted options.

TRADEMARK
More choice, more possibilities.

SPINDLES & NEWELS
Decorative metal spindles in black or primed ready for you 

to paint in your own choice of colour. Install with Trademark White Oak 
or Classic White Oak newels.

RAILS, CAPS & FITTINGS
Pre-drilled handrails and baserails make installation easy and are crafted from White Oak to 
match your newel choice. Easy-fit brackets come with White Oak covers for a perfect finish. 

NEWELS & INFILL OPTIONS
A range of newel options in White Oak and Pine – choose a complete 

square newel or a square base with round top and metal  
onnector in your choice of finish. Choose glass or acrylic panels or 

spindles in either a Chrome or Brushed Nickel finish.

RAILS, CAPS & FITTINGS
Select a handrail and baserail finish to match your choice of newel. Ultra stylish fixings 
in Chrome or Brushed Nickel finishes connect everything together quickly and easily. 

NEWELS & INFILL OPTIONS
White Oak newels with either matching spindles or go for glass 

panels to enhance the feeling of light and space in your stairway.

RAILS, CAPS & FITTINGS
Handrails and baserails to match your newel choice. End caps and connectors 

in a sleek gun-metal finish complete the contemporary look.

MAKE IT PERSONAL. MAKE IT YOURS. MORE DESIGN AND STYLE OPTIONS AT RICHARDBURBIDGE.COM
Creating your own personal style is easy with a choice of component styles and finishes, all beautifully crafted from quality 
materials and manufactured to the highest standards. A vast array of newel and spindle designs in a range of quality timbers 
along with a choice of contemporary glass and metal infill options give you even more exciting possibilities. 

Here’s just a small selection from our huge range of component design options – just to give you a flavour. You can try out 
different collections and experiment with materials, designs and finishes using our FREE design tool STAIRPLANNER™.
When you’re happy with your design you can print out a parts list - including an idea of how much they will cost.

SPINDLES & NEWELS
Our range of elegant spindles and newels in White Oak will 
create a sophisticated feel and add refinement to your stairs.

You’ve a choice of plain or fluted.

RAILS, CAPS & FITTINGS
Choose an over-the-post handrail system with volutes, turns and easings for a 

sweeping handrail or a post-to-post system featuring our unique classic newel cap.

CLASSIC
Traditional in style with a hint of modern sophistication.

SPINDLES & NEWELS
Choose from a vast range of spindle designs and newels

- all featuring exceptional detailing and perfect proportions to
create a unique and timeless feature staircase.

RAILS, CAPS & FITTINGS
Heritage offers the ultimate in luxury and style, whether you want a sweeping grand 

staircase or a post-to-post system featuring newel posts with decorative caps.

HERITAGE
Timeless in style and lovingly crafted in luxurious White Oak.

ELEMENTS®
A modern approach to a classic staircase look.

FUSION®
An innovative and easy way to transform your stairs with a modern look.

IMMIX™
Quality and innovative styling for a premium finish.
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Our collections of Decorative and Achitectural Mouldings are of the highest quality and can add a 
design flourish or totally transform the look or character of a whole room.

Louvre Doors are perfect for kitchens, wardrobes – and anywhere around the home that needs a door. 
Supplied in pine and sanded to a fine finish - we’ve over forty sizes to choose from. Perfect for all DIY 
and construction projects our range of Pineboard allows you to be really creative. With over twenty 
different sizes there’s sure to be a board just right for your project.

MOULDINGS, 
LOUVRE DOORS & PINEBOARDS

Discover our full mouldings collections at richardburbidge.com

LET US INSPIRE YOU 
We believe that improving your home should be more about 
inspiration and less about perspiration! Explore, have fun 
and be inspired!

Build a personalised inspiration gallery that’s totally in tune 
with your taste, your lifestyle and your property type.

View our interactive gallery & more at richardburbidge.com

TRANSFORM YOUR DECOR
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Call us on 01691 678 232 
or visit richardburbidge.com

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored 
in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, 
mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise without the written 
permission of Richard Burbidge. © Richard Burbidge 2015.

Archwood Group Limited
Whittington Road, Oswestry, Shropshire SY11 1HZ
Telephone +44 (0) 1691 678300 Email info@richardburbidge.co.uk C
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If you need any help or advice our design experts are here for you.

Closed 
String

900x46x46mm
Spindles

825x95x95mm
Newel PostsGo online for ideas, inspiration and 

advice, plus our easy planning tools:

STAIRPLANNER.com 

MAKE PLANNING YOUR PROJECT EASY... Experiment with 
different styles and finishes and see your staircase come to life on 
screen along with an estimate for the parts. Then, you can print 
your finished design and a list of the parts you’ll need... easy!

DECKPLANNER.co.uk 

The unique and easy way to plan your decking and outdoor 
balustrade requirements. Try out different styles and layouts, 
then when you’re happy with your plan let DECKPLANNER™ 
calculate all the parts you require.

HALLWAY TRANSFORMATIONS 

Bring the heart of your home to life...without 
ripping it out! See how you could replace and 
transform your stairs in a day or two 
with no building work and no mess.

Find inspiration & more at  
richardburbidge.com




